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A ‘70s alumnus of The University of 
the South Pacific (USP) and the present 
Associate Professor of Professional 
and Practice Based Learning at Griffith 
University, Australia, Dr Sarojni Choy 
(nee Naidu) came as a student to USP in 
1976 and graduated with a Diploma of 
Science in 1978.  

Dr Choy describes her experiences 
at USP as enriching.  “I came as a 
naïve village girl and was transformed 
into a professional teacher. I lived on 
campus and was immersed in a rich 
multi-cultural community of students 
from eleven (11) Pacific countries and 
international staff who brought together 
a mix of ethnic cultures, languages, 
values, understandings and different 
perspectives on life. The campus offered 

a shared space to commingle, learn and 
live together. I was the first and remain 
the only child in my family with tertiary 
education.” 

USP was the only institution in Fiji that 
offered University qualifications in the 
1970s and Dr Choy counts herself as one 
of the lucky ones who got the opportunity 
to study here.  Pursuing a Diploma in 
Science was the result of her interest 
in Science and teaching. “Perhaps I 
was also influenced by teachers who 
were the only professionals as role 
models in my remote village.”  Her study 
was supported by a Fiji Government 
scholarship and like many other families 
at the time, her family could not have 
afforded the expenses otherwise. 

Being away from home for the first time, 
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Dear Alumnus,
Welcome to the third issue of the Alumni 
News for 2018.
The University continues celebrating its 50th 
year anniversary.  The highlight of events 
for this month was the unveiling of the 
commemorative monument at the Laucala 
Campus which took place on the 23rd of 
March. The monument unveiling was to 
honour the contribution by the Fiji and New 
Zealand Governments.  
This month, we also presented 1,774 awards 
during our first graduation ceremony for this 
year.   
I invite you, our Alumnus, to be even more 
involved with USP by taking initiatives in 
forming networks and giving back to the 
University. This level of collaboration will 
strengthen us and will also help boost our 
corporate and strategic partnerships. 
In April, there will be a month long multimedia 
exhibition called “Talking to the Ancestors” 
from the 19th of March to the 20th of April. 
The exhibition will include original works 
from the USP collection and will feature 
responses from current staff and students on 
events from USP’s past.
All 50th anniversary events that will be held 
throughout the year can be found on our 
50th Anniversary website http://50.usp.ac.fj 
which also contains a calendar of events. 
We would like you to be part of its journey 
by actively engaging with your Alma Mater.

 Jaindra Karan

MESSAGE FROM 

DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS, 
ADVANCEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS



expectations of her family and adjusting 
to new people of different backgrounds 
were all very challenging. “I was on a 
learning journey together with other 
students experiencing similar challenges. 
This gave me strength. I am grateful for 
this experience that has influenced who I 
became when I left USP.”

Immediately after graduating from 
USP, Dr Choy taught Science and 
Mathematics at Suva Grammar School 
but soon after had career breaks due to 
family movements across the globe to 
follow her husband’s study and career 
opportunities.

She returned to Fiji in 1985 and worked 
at the Curriculum Resources Unit (CRU) 
at USP which was a UNESCO initiative 
to service school curriculum across the 
South Pacific countries. USP took over 
its management in the 1980s.  She then 
left for Brunei where she taught Science 
and Mathematics for seven (7) years 
between 1987-1993.  Brunei was her 
first Asian experience which she enjoyed 
very much.  She migrated with her family 
to Australia in 1993.  By 1994 she had 
completed a Bachelor of Education at 
the Queensland University of Technology 
(QUT), Australia.  “I had intended to 

join the teaching workforce, but I was 
encouraged by a tutor to complete a 
Master’s degree.” Her grades in her 
Bachelor of Education degree were 
outstanding and she was offered a 
scholarship to complete a Master of 
Education (Research).  Immediately upon 
completion of her Masters qualification 
she was offered an Australian 
Postgraduate Award to complete a PhD.   
She graduated with her PhD in 2001.  

“I saw challenges as opportunities – 
to think positive, persevere and make 
things happen for me.  I accepted the fact 
that I was responsible for my goals and 
had no expectation, hence experienced 
fewer disappointments. I was always 
determined and very goal focused and 
worked hard to achieve these.   USP has 
seeded an interest and commitment to 
be mindful of others, to be tolerant and 
make the world a better place.”

She graduated with a PhD in 2001 
after which she joined the vocational 
education and training sector and 
held various positions including 
being a Project Officer, Researcher, 
Project Manager at the state level in 
Queensland, and Principal Policy Officer 
with the Commonwealth Government. 

She joined the university sector in 2005 
and has since remained as academic and 
researcher.  “Currently I am an Assoc. 
Professor in Professional and Practice 
Based Learning at Griffith University. 
I enjoy the teaching and research that 
I do. Notably, I enjoy the international 
work that I do for the delivery of the 
Master of Training and Development and 
Master Classes.”  She is the Programme 
Director of the Master of Training 
and Development program which is 
customised to develop a critical mass 
of adult educators who are engaged 
in transforming Singapore’s national 
strategy on continuing education and 
training. This programme has been 
sponsored by the Singapore Government 
since 2011.

Dr Choy enjoys teaching and research. 
She has been very successful in several 
workforce development projects 
internationally and in collaborative 
research with colleagues across the 
globe.  “I have thoroughly enjoyed all 
positions I have held since graduation. 
Each offered me distinct opportunities to 
contribute to the betterment of education 
and society, and I worked hard to do my 
best.”

Thinking back on how USP has helped in 
her career Dr Choy states that “USP has 
seeded an interest and commitment to 
be mindful of others, to be tolerant and 
make the world a better place. My USP 
experiences instilled good values about 
taking responsibility and contributing to 
society through my chosen profession.”  

She encourages graduates to make a 
plan and take responsibility for their 
career while being open to change and 
being prepared to learn beyond what 
is needed to complete a job.  Most 
importantly, she enforces the need to 
maintain a balance, enjoy life and make 
a difference in the society.  

Talking about her achievements, Dr Choy 
states, “I have thoroughly enjoyed all 
positions I have held since graduation. 
Each offered me distinct opportunities to 
contribute to the betterment of education 
and society, and I worked hard to do my 
best.”   All this is very gratifying for a 
graduate who started at USP.

Dr Sarojni Choy (nee Naidu) at work.
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The University of the South Pacific (USP) 
alumnus, Petina Ulakai Vi was the proud 
recipient of three gold medals when 
she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts 
majoring in Education in 2016.   

Not only did Miss Ulakai-Vi receive the 
Faculty of Arts, Law and Education (FALE) 
gold medal for being the most outstanding 
Bachelor of Education graduate, she also 
collected the gold medal for Literature 
and Language major and the gold medal 
for the most outstanding graduate with a 
major in Education.

“I think USP has definitely broadened 
my outlook of life.  For one thing, my 
time at USP has definitely made me 
more tolerant of other cultures and at 
the same time made me aware of the 
current issues in our Pacific,” says Miss 
Ulakai-Vi.

The Tongan alumnus mentioned her 
student days as one of the memorable 
times of her life and remembers her first 
day at the University vividly.  “I remember 

my first day in Laucala Campus, we 
arrived on an evening flight and had to 
carry our bags up from the Residence 
Office to 8th hall, that uphill walk was 
where friendships were forged with 
students from other Pacific islands,” 
says Miss Ulakai-Vi.

She described her daily student routine 
during her days at the University as calm 
and relaxing but still a learning journey.  
“USP has a relaxed vibe like you are on 
a tropical island vacation but you are 
also learning as well. Most of all, USP 
provided the warm homely feeling like I 
was at home.” 

Miss Ulakai-Vi’s decision to join USP 
thrives from her personal belief that 
one’s profession should be chosen in line 
with their passion and she knew that 
USP would be the best option because 
it would give her the opportunity to 
network with people from around the 
Pacific region.

Apart from earning her gold medals, Miss 

Ulakai-Vi considered being part of FALE’s 
Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS) 
programme as an achievement during 
her student days.  “As a student, I was 
privileged to be a part of FALE’s PASS.  
I was able to mentor a lot of students 
through the programme,” she said.

She was inspired by her family and 
especially her parents struggle to provide 
her the best in life even though they did 
not have enough.  “I am the youngest of 
seven (7) children, our parents were not 
able to afford university for us but they 
did their best with what little they had 
and that inspired me to strive for the best 
so that I could continue to acknowledge 
and appreciate my parents who did a lot 
despite the little education and money 
they had,” said Miss Ulakai-Vi.

After graduating, Miss Ulakai-Vi started 
her teaching career and is currently 
teaching a high school in Tonga.  “I teach 
English for class eleven (11), twelve (12) 
and thirteen (13) and the look of pride 
and total satisfaction when my students 
get an A-graded assessment back is 
what I enjoy the most,” she said.

Miss Ulakai-Vi advices recent graduates 
to envision their journey before taking 
it and for them to always keep their 
options open.  

“Sometimes we are so dead set on one 
career that when it does not work out 
we lose hope and often do not realise 
the other opportunities which may have 
presented themselves to us”, says Miss 
Ulakai-Vi.

The alumnus’ goal for the next ten (10) 
years is to graduate with a doctorate 
degree and work with a regional NGO 
at improving education at remote 
communities.  

“I am already encouraging my form 
seven (7) students to pick USP as their 
first choice and would love to become a 
USP tutor but after my master degree or 
doctorate degree then I would seek job 
opportunities with the University,” says 
Miss Ulakai-Vi.

The Triple Gold Medal Story

Proud recipient of three gold medals, Petina Ulakai Vi.
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Commemorative monument to honour the Fiji and New Zealand Governments contribution to USP.  

Recipients of Vice-Chancellor and President’s all rounder awards.

I n  B r i e f

An RNZAF Commemorative Monument Unveiled

Over 1,774 qualifications were awarded 
to The University of the South Pacific 
students at its first graduation ceremony 
of 2018 held at the FMF Gymnasium 
over two (2) days.  This year there were 
three (3) sessions which were divided as 
follows:   

The First Session:  
22 March at 9.00am

The Faculty of Arts, Law and Education 
and the Faculty of Science, Technology 
and Environment 

The Second Session:  
22  March at 2.00pm

Pacific Technical and Further Education 

The University was the hub of activity 
in the month of March.  The highlight 
of events was the unveiling of the 
commemorative monument at the 
Laucala Campus on the 23rd of March, 
2018 to honour the contribution by the 
Fiji and New Zealand Governments.  

The partnership between NZ and USP is 

March 2018 
Graduation

a special once since the main campus 
of the University is situated on land 
previously occupied by the 5 Squadron of 
the Royal New Zealand Airforce (RNZAF). 

To celebrate the event, the RNZAF 
brought three (3) planes from New 
Zealand and over 100 ex 5 Squadron 
servicemen and women travelled to 

Suva for the joint unveiling by the Prime 
Minister of Fiji, Rear Admiral (Ret), 
Honourable Josaia Voreqe Bainimarama, 
together with Honourable Ron Mark, 
New Zealand Minister of Defence.  

Attended by hundreds of people, this 
event marked a special occasion for the 
year. 

The Third Session:  
23 March at 9.00am

The Faculty of Business and Economics 

Summing up the graduates achievements, 
Ms ’Elina Kaufusi Bloomfield, a student 
graduand speaker said, ‘“We have 
captured our dreams and turned them into 

plans and opportunities.”

The awards were given out by the chief 
guest, His Excellency Major-General 
(retired) Jioji Konusi Konrote, President of 
the Republic of Fiji, who also presented 
the Gold Medals in 58 categories on 20th 
March at the Japan-Pacific ICT Centre.  
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A l u m n i  P r o f i l e 

Briefly reflect on your student life at 
USP.  

My days as a USP student were 
immensely enjoyable and enriching. Not 
only was I able to attain a higher level 
education, I developed many other skills 
such as leadership skills, communication 
skills, team work, diplomacy, time 
management, community involvement 
and working in a culturally diverse 
environment.  I have fond memories of 
academic related field work, the social 
engagement with fellow students either 
it be over a basin of kava or organising 
and participating in social and sports 
events. The Pacific Week, Indian Week, 
Diwali Dinner, Diwali Cup Soccer 
tournaments were major highlights.

Why did you choose your field of 
study? 

I was always fascinated with how nature 
works; therefore, studying Biology 
was an obvious choice. I was always 
interested in aquatic animals. I enjoyed 
fishing and catching prawns, hence my 
gravitation towards Aquatic Sciences, 
Aquaculture and Marine Biology.

Why did you choose to do your 
studies at USP?

USP was the only institution at the 
time where degree level education was 
provided. Regardless, it was an honour 
and privilege to study at USP. Anyone 
studying at USP was held in high esteem 
in the society. Only the best of students 
were able to gain entry to USP.

What were some of your 
achievements as a student?

I participated in various extra academic 
activities such as undertaking small 
research projects during the annual 
breaks. Apart from that, I was involved 
in the Food, Library Advisory, and 
Community Services committees through 
USP Students Association. I also served 
as a Residential Hall sub-warden and 

attended many meetings concerning 
student’s affairs and welfare.  In 1986, 
I was given a Letter of Commendation 
by the Vice-Chancellor for helping the 
USP Students’ community in the time 
of crisis. I served as the President of 
the USP Indian Students Association in 
1986.

Details of further studies after USP. 

After finishing the BSc I worked as 
a Demonstrator with the Biology 
Department at USP for three (3) years 
then left for further studies in Australia 
at the James Cook University where 
I attained my MSc. After working for 
USP again I completed my PhD at the 
University of Queensland.

Career highlights since graduation.

Working as an Associate Lecturer at the 
James Cook University, working with 
Australian Institute of Marine Science 
and a recent employment with the 
Queensland Government Department 
of Science, Information Technology 
and Innovation for about two (2) years.  
Of course, working at USP, during two 
periods were thoroughly enjoyable and 
satisfying.

How do think USP helped you in 
your career?

USP provided me the spring-board 
to bigger achievements in academia 
and research work. My first learning 
experience at USP as an independent 
person moulded me into a strong person, 

a responsible teacher and a passionate 
scientist.

Please share three tips that you think 
are important for recent graduates.

Ambition – always dream to achieve.

Determination – keep telling your mind 
that you can do it

Fighting spirit – be ready and strong to 
stand up again and again after knock 
backs and adversities.

Achievements do not come easily as 
there are up and downs in life but never 
lose perspective and sight of the target.

How do you think you could 
contribute/give back to USP?

I am currently contributing by teaching 
the Aquaculture course, supervising 
postgraduate research and researching 
and working towards further 
development of the aquaculture industry 
in Fiji and the Pacific. I am back where 
my heart belongs, in my own country and 
in the institution where I have spent a 
large part of my life.

Please give details of any community 
work you are involved in.  

I served as the Vice-President of Shree 
Sanatan Dharam Hindu Association of 
Queensland (SSDHQ) for more than ten 
(10) years. I also formed and served as 
the inaugural Chairperson of Queensland 
Sanatan Youth and Social Association, 
under the umbrella of SSDHQ, until my 
return to Fiji.  

dr rajesh prasad | FIJI |Fellow
1987 - Bachelor of Science
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1978 graduation in what is now the dining hall 

Alafua Campus Graduation 1984

The first Cook Islands graduates, 
Marjorie and Lionel - 1971
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Caroline Waqabaca (Fiji)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring 
in Economics and Mathematics in 1989. She 
later completed her Post Graduate Diploma 
in Economics in 2000 and also furthered her 
studies and completed her Masters of Public 
Policy from the Graduate Institute for Policy 
Studies at Japan. She joined the Reserve Bank 
in 1990 and has held various roles within the 
Economic Group.  Ms Waqabaca is currently 
the Chief Manager Financial Markets for the 
Reserve Bank of Fiji.

Joyce Whiteside (Fiji)
Graduated with Bachelor of Arts, majoring in 
Tourism and Geography in 1999. Joyce was the 
Director of Sales and Marketing for Holiday Inn 
Resort and also awarded with the Commercial 
Leader of the year 2017 for the Australian 
Resorts Portfolio for Intercontinental Hotel 
Group. She is currently the Director of Sales 
and Marketing for InterContinental Samui Baan 
Taling Nagam, Thailand. 

Francis Brebner (Samoa)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in 
Public Administration in 1985. She completed 
her Graduate Certificate in Health Economics 
and Financing from the University of York and 
later a Masters of Arts in Public Policy from 
Australian National University. She is currently 
the Registrar for Health Professions at the 
Ministry of Health in Samoa.

Mesake Nawari (Fiji)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring 
in Accounting and Economics in 1992. He 
later completed his Postgraduate Diploma in 
Accounting and Financial Management and 
also his Masters of Commerce at the University 
of Sydney in 1997 and 2000, respectively. He 
worked in a number of prominent organisations 
in Fiji. Later he joined USP as a Deputy Head of 
Graduate School of Business. Mesake currently 
chairs the Advisory Board of Bank of Baroda.

Wendy Bati (Solomon Islands)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Science, 
majoring in Environmental Studies in 2011. 
After graduating, Wendy was involved with a 
Research Project on Economic Vulnerability 
and Resilience of People in Solomon Islands 
and later as an attaché with the Ministry of 
Environment. She currently works as a National 
Project Assistant for J-PRISM Project in 
Solomon Islands.

Bettylyn Matakitoga (Fiji)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Art, majoring 
in Journalism and Psychology in 2015. After 
graduating, Bettylyn worked as an English 
teacher for Sky English Institute. She joined 
Legend FM as a Radio personality. She is 
currently the Assistant Research and Advocacy 
Officer for Fiji Independent Commission Against 
Corruption.

Hon Reteta Rimon (Kiribati)
Graduated in 1978 with a Diploma in Education 
and later with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in 
History and Politics in 1987. After graduating, HE 
Rimon joined the teaching field as a high school 
teacher. She taught at a high school in Fiji for 
thirteen (13) years before moving to Kiribati as 
an Assistant Secretary in Foreign Affairs. Later 
she was appointed to her current position as the 
Kiribati High Commissioner to Fiji.

Professor Som Naidu (Fiji)
Graduated from USP with a Diploma in 
Education in 1973, a Bachelor of Education from 
the University of Waikato, New Zealand, and a 
PhD in Educational Technology from Concordia 
University in Montreal, Canada.  In 2014 the Open 
University of Sri Lanka awarded him a D.Litt. for 
his extensive contributions to the field of open, 
flexible, distance and e-learning.  An expert in 
the field, Professor Naidu is currently Pro Vice-
Chancellor (Flexible Learning), and Director of 
the Centre for Flexible Learning at USP.

Alice Rore (Solomon Islands)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Education 
majoring in Literature and Language in 2003.  
She then completed her Postgraduate Diploma 
in Linguistics and later a Master of Arts in 
Linguistics.  Her first job after graduating from 
USP was as a high school English teacher at St 
John High School in the Solomon Islands.  She’s 
just completed teaching for seven (7) years at 
the School of Language, Arts and Media at USP 
and is returning home to the Solomon Islands.

Christiana Leala-Gale (Samoa)
Graduated with a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in 
Economics and Information Systems in 2002. 
After graduating, Christina worked as a Tourism 
Planning and Development Officer at the Samoa 
Tourism Authority and later worked for the 
Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment 
Programme in Apia. She is currently the 
Manager Sustainable Tourism Development for 
the South Pacific Organistion (SPTO).
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Our professional network provides opportunities make new business 
contacts, obtain referrals, view professional profiles of other alumni and 

inform other USP alumni of your professional endeavors. 

Register Online: www.usp.ac.fj/alumni

www.facebook.com/USPAlumniNetwork

www.usp.ac.fj/alumnilinkedin www.instagram.com/unisouthpacific

twitter.com/USPAlumni

Contact Details
T: +679 3232914 
E: alumni@usp.ac.fj 

Stay Connected 
to USP, your 

Alma Mater!
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